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Next generation Scandinavian high-speed rail systems

Picture 1

A long distance train from Oslo to Bergen in Norway. Both the coaches and the locomotive have bogies with radially
steered wheel sets. The article shows the opportunity to use these train sets in the next generation Scandinavian
high- speed rail systems.
Photo: The author, Skøyen commuter station, Norway, august 2001

1. Introduction
In Scandinavia (Denmark, Norway and Sweden) there is today a need for new high-speed lines in some heavytraffic corridors. The Scandinavian backbone rail network must be upgraded and to make it possible, investment
costs for new high speed lines must be reduced. What makes lower construction costs possible are progresses in
the areas of electric power transmission and bogie technology. For the next generation high speed trains, not
maximum speeds but demands on more power will be much higher than today.
During the last decades, a change of passenger traffic has taken place in Sweden. Car traffic has expanded very
fast while railroad traffic has lost market shares. One reason why the change has taken place is the much higher
flexibility of the car. But car traffic also causes problems. The environment is suffering and small towns close to
the larger cities are slowly transforming into suburban areas. Also gasoline prices in Sweden have increased
(today more than $ 4 per gallon). Many people are questioning this development and the politicians have tried to
influence the development, mainly by subsidizing public transportation.
Looking at the development of passenger traffic in Sweden during the last decades, one finds that the attempts to
move travelers from road to rail have not been successful. There is only a slight decrease of the growth rate in
road traffic. Fuel taxes and other regulations have not been successful in transforming the national traveling to a
more environment- friendly direction. This problem will remain as long as there is no real alternative to road
traffic.
There is no single, universal technology that will solve the problems of public transportation. But the railroad has
an important role in the Next generation passenger systems. During the fifties, passenger traffic on railroads in
Sweden had a market share of 25 percent. During the last decades, railroads market shares of passenger traffic
have been varying between 5 and 7 percent, despite huge investments in the rail network (see Chart 1).
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Market shares of passenger traffic on rails in Sweden during 1950- 2000. Despite huge investments in new railways, the
market share of passenger traffic on rails has been between 5 to 7 percent since the end of the sixties. A more simple
method to increase the market shares is probably to deregulate passenger traffic which will decrease the ticket fares.
Sources: ”Sektorsrapport 2000”, Banverket (the authority which is responsible for railway infrastructure)

2. The Scandinavian rail network
In the rail networks, there is an ongoing continuous change between different traffic relations. Some lines suffer
from diminishing traffic while other lines are expanding. Often traffic intensity, measured in trains per hour, is a
critical factor for the capacity. A critical factor is the difference in average speed between different types of
trains. The need for increased train intensity and different average speeds are two main reasons why the rail
network must be upgraded.
The Scandinavian region, consists of three very similar nations. But there are also some significant differences
between these countries. First some facts:
Country
Denmark
Norway
Sweden
Scandinavia
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Population
5.35
4.50
8.88
18,73 M pers
(4)
Land area
16,388 (3) 118,244 (1) 158,662
293,294 Sq mile
(4)
Population density
326.4
38.1
56.0
63.9 pers/ Sq mile
Main rail operator
DSB
NSB
SJ
-Tot passenger traffic
3.195
2.060
4.747
10.002 B pass mile
(5),(6),(8)
Market shares p train
6.6
5.4
6,5
6,3 %
(5),(6),(7)
Line length
1,576
2,499
6,853
10,928 mile
(5),(6),(7)
Rail network/ land area
9.6
2.1
4.3
3.7 miles/100 Sq mile
Specific pass traffic
2.027
0.82
0.69
915 M pass mile/mile
Electrified lines
20
61
68
59 %
(6),(7)
Catenary voltage
25
15
15
15/25 kV AC
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------(1)= excl Svalbard, Jan Mayen and Dronning Maud Land
(3)= excl Greenland and Faroe Islands
(4)= “Nordic statistical yearbook”, Copenhagen, sep 2001
(5)= “Statistical yearbook”, 2001 (Denmark)
(6)= “Statistical yearbook of Sweden 2002”
(7)= “Official Statistics of Norway”, 2000
Table 2A

Overview of the Scandinavian rail networks, year 1999
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As can be seen from table 2A, the region is vast but has only 19 Million inhabitants. The land area is a little bit
larger than Texas and the population size is roughly the same. Sweden has a land area that is almost ten times
larger than Denmark while the difference in population density is large between Denmark (326 persons/sq mile)
and Norway (38 persons/sq mile). We can also see that the passenger traffic intensity, measured by billion of
passenger miles per track mile, is almost three times larger in Denmark (2.022 B pass mile/ track mile) than in
Sweden (692 M pass mile/ track mile). These facts heavily influence the structure of the railway traffic. The
taxpayers in the region also support the traffic by subsidizing rail traffic heavily. Recently in Sweden, there was
a launch of a new tax- financed program for more than $ 10 billion (If that figure is transferred into American
conditions, it would mean an amount of more than $ 300 billion !).
The construction of the Swedish rail network was started during the middle of the 19th century. The network
grew continuously and reached its peak during the forties when there were more than 10,000 miles of lines
(see chart 2). Since then, the rail network has been decreasing below 6,900 miles. Only fifteen percent of the
Swedish network is double- track.

Chart 1B.

The main lines of Scandinavia. The network has a length of roughly 11,000 miles and the three nations together have
roughly the same area and population as Texas.

As can be seen in chart 1B, there is a rail network stretching from Slesvig in the south to Narvik in the north.
Between the three capitals, there are today daily connections. But going from Slesvig to Narvik is a very long
distance journey (1.576 miles).
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There are also some differences between the Danish/ Swedish rail networks and Norway, since the latter one is
more centric- oriented to the capital. In the other countries, the rail networks are more meshed. It is not a
politically decided issue but due to the fact that the nature of Norway is very mountainous and the valleys are the
easiest places to build new railways. A few years ago, the Norwegian consultant company Asplan investigated
the possibilities to build a new, nationwide high- speed rail network for speeds up to 186 mph but the costs were
extremely high, estimated at almost $ 15 billion.
In Denmark, which consists of several islands, there is continuous work to replace train ferries with railway
bridges and tunnels. The two first major bridges were between Jutland and Funen (“Lillebæltsbro”, 1935) and
between Falster and Zealand (“Storstrømsbro”, 1937, also planned as a single- track tunnel). At the end of the
eighties, construction works for a new bridge and tunnel connection between the islands Zealand and Funen were
started (“Storebæltsbro”, opened 1997) and somewhat later the international connection between Copenhagen
and Malmö was opened in 2000. There are also discussions to build a new, international tunnel- link between
Zealand and the Swedish mainland (Helsingör- Helsingborg, 3 miles) and another one between the two islands
Lolland (Denmark) and Fehmarn (Germany).
Today, there are five fixed international rail connections between the three countries, with the latest one opened
recently between Copenhagen and Malmö in the south. There have also been discussions to build a new
international connection by extending the Swedish West coast main line from Gothenburg to Oslo (today it takes
more than four hours to travel thte 217 miles between the two cities).
Since the end of the eighties, there have been large investments in new railways in Sweden. Looking at the
period from the fifties to the middle of the nineties, Swedish taxpayers have invested more than $ 10 billion in
public railways. Recently, Banverket (the authority which is responsible for rail infrastructure in Sweden)
launched a new $ 10 billion program for more railways. But despite these huge investments, the market shares of
passenger traffic have been low (see chart 1). A much more efficient way to increase the market shares would be
to simply reduce ticket fares, by opening up for competition on main lines (today, the fares are up to 32 cents
per mile in tourist class, but should be closer to 10 cents per mile if we look at the costs).
Looking at Sweden, there are needs for new high- speed lines in some corridors. The “main triangle” today
(Stockholm- Malmö- Gothenburg- Stockholm, totally 844 miles) and the line from Stockholm to Sundsvall have
loco- hauled trains (X2000) but traveling speeds are usually not more than 90 mph. There are discussions to
build completely new main lines in the southern part of the country but there are problems to finance them.
There is also a large business potential for regional traffic on the main lines, but unfortunately it is complicated
to combine regional and long-distance traffic on the same track.
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Chart 1C.

Development of track length of the Swedish railway network during 1856- 2000.
Sources: xxx
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3. Experiences from regular high-speed trains at 124 mph or more
Most railway operators today face problems with their old lines, which were built during the 19th century and
have many narrow curves. The average speeds are seldom above 60- 80 mph on the old lines. Old lines cause rail
and wheel wear and limit speeds. Also the travelling comfort is suffering.
The situation of the passenger traffic was generally bad in the beginning of the sixties in the United States.
Closedown of passenger traffic on main lines was rapid, with tough competition from airlines and road traffic. It
was obvious that higher travelling speeds were crucial.
Already 100 years ago, high- speed trials were conducted in Prussia with top speeds above 124 mph (200 km/h) .
During the thirties, speeds far beyond 124 mph were reached in new trials. During the middle of fifties, France
ran a loco hauled passenger train at a speed of not less than 206 mph. But all these runs had in common that they
were just tests. The tensions in the track and the stresses on the electrical equipment were on limits or even
above. The tests were conducted on short, well-prepared test lines. But were higher speeds possible on longer
distances and in regular traffic?
Japan, which has roughly the same area as Germany, went through a fast industrialization after the second world
war but the railway network was narrow gauge. In May 1956, the Japanese State railway started a task force to
investigate the possibilities of building a new nationwide, high-speed rail systems. At the end of 1958, the new
Tokaido high speed line (320 miles) between Tokyo and Shin- Osaka was approved. On April 25th 1962, the first
test train was delivered, and in June 1964, 131 mph was reached during a test run. At the end of July the same
year, the trains were officially presented in Tokyo and on October 1st, regular traffic started between Tokyo and
Shin-Osaka.
The Tokaido main line was designed for 155 mph with a normal track gauge. A large part of the railway,
roughly one third, was laid on bridges and 13 % in tunnels. The track was a conventional type with prestressed
concrete sleepers and the track distance (the distance between track centerlines) was 13 ft 9 22/64 in . The power
supply is 25 kV AC. Later, the line was extended to Hakata with the total length between Tokyo and
Hakata 665 miles.
The situation in Western Europe was very different from the Japanese one. The Japanese high-speed rail project
was a success, but it took several years before the Western European railway administrations followed the
concept of building high-speed lines. Eight months after the launch of the Shinkansen traffic in Japan, an
international traffic exhibition took place in Munich. Part of this exhibition was a new high-speed train between
Munich and Augsburg with speed up to 124 mph. A few years later, the French railway administration started a
long distance connection between Paris and Toulouse with speeds up to 124 mph. Both in Germany and France,
the high-speed traffic used old tracks
Country
Railway Adm.
Line
Length
Max speed
Type of train
Name of the train
Start
Mark of locomotive
Max axle load
Table 3.

Japan
JNR
Tokyo- Shin Osaka
320 miles
131 mph
motor unit
Shinkansen
1964
--35.3 klbs

Germany
DB
Munich- Augsburg
39 miles
124 mph
loco hauled
--1965
103.0
40.4 klbs

France
SNCF
Paris- Toulouse
443 miles
124 mph
loco hauled
Le Capitole
1967
BB 9200
45.2 klbs

Overview of high speed rail traffic during the sixties in Japan, Germany and France.
Sources: Japanese Railway Engineering,

The main problem when building new high-speed lines is that it is a very complex, time- demanding and
expensive process. It is also very much a political issue. In some cases, it has taken up to 30- 50 years in Western
Europe from idea to traffic. The construction costs easily extend $ 35 Million per mile and there are many
uncertain factors. Below are two examples of new high- speed lines in Germany. Both lines were planned during
the cold war. The traffic flows in the divided Germany started to take new directions after the Second World
War, because of the division. When the new lines were ready, the division between Western and Eastern
Germany went away. Berlin is now once again becoming the gravity point of Europe.
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Railway operator
Line
Line length
Type
Construction start
Construction end
Total construction time
Total costs (1)
Cost per mile

DB
Mannheim- Stuttgart
62 miles
double track
1976
1991
15 years
$ 2.4 billion
$ 39 million/ mile

DB
Hannover- Wuerzburg
203 miles
double track
1973
1991
18 years
$ 7.1 billion
$ 35 million/ mile

(1)= 2000 year’s currency- and price level (1 USD= 2.13 DEM)
Table 4

Overview construction time and total investment costs for German high-speed railways
Source: (Swedish-) “Office of the Scientific Counsellor”, Germany, February 1984

From table 2 above can be seen, that the German high- speed lines took up to 18 years to build and cost roughly
$ 35- 39 Million per mile. With the same conditions, a new high- speed line e.g. in the North- East corridor
between Boston and Washington DC would cost more than $ 15 billion to build.
Another important issue is which maximum speed the system shall be designed for. In Western Europe, new
trains for 218 mph are planned. Such trains could run from Boston via New York to Washington DC in only
2 1/2 hours. But such traffic needs railways to very high standards. The demands on large curve radius and small
gradients increase quite quickly with speed. From a financial point of view, such lines are difficult to finance on
the market. One conclusion is that a new strategy to increase the average speeds on our rail network is needed.
The investment costs of today are not acceptable. One limit is that next generation high- speed lines should not
cost more than $ 5.5 Million per mile to build.

4. Unused speed potential in the old rail network?
The old railway network is not suitable for the traffic of today. Therefore, the traffic causes heavy wear on tracks
and vehicles. To reduce wear, a lot of work has been done in the rail vehicle industry to develop ”track- friendly”
bogies, particulary in the German and Swiss railway industry. Three important progresses during the seventies in
this area were low unsprung masses, radially steered wheel- sets and torsion bogie frames (improved load
distribution between rail and wheel).

Picture 3

A Swiss passenger coach Mark EW IV at Chiasso (along the main line Zurich- Milan). The coach has radially steered
wheel sets, is designed for 124 mph and has air conditioning. This type of coach has also been tested in Sweden.
Photo: The author, Switzerland, August 1992
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The Swiss manufacturer SIG (Schweizerische Industrie Gesellschaft) and the German manufacturer Wegmann
have separately developed a new generation bogies for coaches and motor- unit trains. Wegmann also developed
a new bogie frame with better load distribution. This new bogie was called WTR, which stands for Wegmann
Torsion Rahmen. Both SIG´s and Wegmann´s bogies were designed with radially steered wheel sets. The
Wegmann- bogie Mark LD 730 was used by the German high speed Intercity coach Bpmz 292, deliveries of
which started November 1978. The SIG- bogie NL:L-GSG 2 is used by the Swiss Intercity coach EW IV, which
was taken in use at the beginning of the eighties by the Swiss railway operator SBB.
Further the locomotive manufacturers in Switzerland and Germany developed a new generation of motor bogies
with radially steered wheel sets. In the beginning of the eighties, the German manufacturer Henschel delivered
heavy six axles locomotives to the main lines between Trondheim and Bodø (Mark Di 4), and for the corridor
between Copenhagen and Helsingør (Mark ME 1500). A few years later, the Swiss locomotive manufacturer
SLM started delivering electric locomotives with asynchronous motors to the Swiss railways. In 1989, the
German company Siemens received an order from Spain for 75 electric high-speed locomotives (Mark S 252)
with radially steered wheel sets and asynchronous traction motors. Also in the nineties, deliveries of a new
generation Swiss high- speed locomotives for traffic on steep alp lines and high- speed traffic in the valleys took
place.
One ”Spin-off-effect” from the development of track- friendly bogies was that it turned out to be possible to go
faster through the curves without too high wheel-rail forces or too much wear. The increased curve speeds
contributed to higher average speeds.

4.1 Norwegian high- speed trains
In many countries, population density is low and it is expensive to build new railway lines. One of these
countries is Norway, which is large but its population is small and mainly concentrated to four cities along the
coast. Cities like Trondheim, Bergen and Stavanger have railway connections to the capital Oslo, but the tracks
are old and have many narrow curves. The Norwegian railway operator (NSB) needed a new passenger train that
could reduce travelling times on the old tracks.
Along the main line Oslo- Trondheim (343 miles), ten percent of the line had curves with curve radius below
820 ft. The line starts in Oslo, roughly at sea level but climbs already after 10 miles to a level of 525 ft at the
station Fjellhamar. The line is then relatively flat for several miles as it follows the long lake Mjøsa. At the
station Otta, almost 184 miles from Oslo, the line starts to climb again and reaches a level of almost 3,300 ft at
the Dovre pass. After that the line descends again to sea level at the Trondheim central station. The line was fully
electrified during 1970. The combination of narrow curves, steep gradients and mountain climate is quite
demanding, and special trains are needed.
In 1973, NSB started to investigate the possibilities to reduce travelling times on the line. Several alternatives
were discussed, tilting trains included. In 1979, NSB ordered a number of conventional, loco- hauled trains
equipped with radially steered wheel sets. The delivery was split in two batches. Both locomotive- and trailerbogies were based on German designs. One train set consists of six coaches and a locomotive according to the
following:
Mark

Tare weight Seats
Length
[klbs]
------------------------------------------------------------------------------1
El 17 el locomotive
141.3
-53 ft 5 47/64 in
2
AB7
1 and 2 class
85.0
37
85 ft 7 9/16 in
3
B7
2 class
81.7
72
85 ft 7 9/16 in
4
FR7
service
90.5
-85 ft 7 9/16 in
5
B7
2 class
81.7
72
85 ft 7 9/16 in
6
B7
2 class
81.7
72
85 ft 7 9/16 in
7
B7
2 class
81.7
72
85 ft 7 9/16 in
------------------------------------------------------------------------------Total
643.5
325
567 ft 3 3/32 in
Table 5.

Type

Configuration of a Norwegian express train from the beginning of the eighties.
Source: "Expresstogsett Personvognor type 7", Strömmen Verksted (Product information from Norwegian coach
manufacturer)
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The electric locomotive El 17 has four axles with an axle load of 35.3 klbs. The unsprung mass is small (axle
boxes of light alloy are used) and the wheel sets are radially steered. The locomotive is equipped with traction
motors from the Swiss industry group BBC and with bogies from the German locomotive manufacturer
Henschel. These bogies are designated Flexifloat. To reduce brake wear, the locomotive is equipped with an
electric brake that can almost brake the locomotive to standstill.
The coaches are made of light alloy profiles from Switzerland welded together in Strømmen, close to Oslo. The
German manufacturer Wegmann designed the trailer bogies. A six-coach passenger train, including passengers,
has a gross weight of 706 klbs and the maximum speed is 93 mph. The traffic started during the autumn of 1982.
Later, El 17- locomotives were taken into service at the famous mountain railroad ”Flåmsbanen” (see picture 12)
and the El 17- locomotives were replaced by the more powerful Swiss locomotive El 18 ( see picture 1). The
coaches of Mark 7 are today used on the main lines between Oslo and Bergen (304 miles), and Oslo and
Trondheim (343 miles).

Picture 4

A Norwegian El 17 locomotive in Oslo (the capital of Norway). The locomotive, which was taken into service at the
beginning of the eighties, has radially steered wheel sets and asynchronous traction motors. Later, some of these
locomotives have been put into service on a mountain railway with steep gradients up to 55 per thousand.
Photo: The author, Oslo central station, August 2001

What is particulary interesting with the Norwegian concept with conventional loco- hauled trains is that curve
speeds could be increased with good comfort, and at the same time the forces between wheel and rail could be
kept to a reasonable level. The concept was so interesting that a delegation from the Swedish Railway
Administration (SJ) took a trip on the train during 1983. The delegation stated ”The feeling of the lateral
acceleration was comparable with that experienced in Swedish coaches on the curves along the Swedish line
between Järna and Åby” [A main line between Stockholm and Norrköping in Sweden with extremely many
curves]. The delegation also discovered during travelling on the main line between Oslo and Lillehammer that
”Sitting down, the travelling comfort was good…”. Also passenger surveys conducted by NSB showed that
”…almost all are satisfied with the travelling comfort”. The conclusion of the Swedish Railway administration
(SJ) was that ”It is not necessary to use vehicles with a tilting system…”. (Since the middle of the sixties, there
was a national development project of a tilting train going on, with deliveries starting in 1989 with the new,
loco- hauled train X2000).
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5. What are the cost drivers for new high-speed systems?
As mentioned earlier, some high- speed lines cost $ 39 Million per mile. But there are also planned high- speed
lines that cost only one fifth of the Central European high-speed lines i.e. down to $ 7.6 Million per mile. One
such an example is a planned high-speed line between Dallas and Houston in Texas. The line had a length of
roughly 250 miles. The landscape is flat with small hills and several rivers. The groundwater is relatively close
to the surface. Along the old freight railroad Dallas- Houston there were two freight- trains per day, hauled by
heavy diesel locomotives. Between the two cities there is intense road and airline passenger traffic.
Below is an overview of the technical standard for the planned high- speed line in Texas:
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Line
Dallas- Houston (TX)
Length
250 miles
Type
double track
Planned traffic start
1992
Max speed
186 mph
Track gauge
4 ft 8 ½ in
Power supply
25 kV AC
Min horisontal radius
11,482 ft
Terrace width
42 ft 11 3/4 in

-----------------------------------------------------------Table 4

Overview technical standard for a planned high-speed system between Dallas and Houston (TX).
Source: “Das Projekt High- Speed- Rail: Dallas/ Houston/ Texas“,
Eisenbahntechnische Rundschau, January/ February 1986

Overview railroads in Texas, year 2000
Population
(-99)
Number of freight railroads
Total tons of freight
Rail employees living in state
Miles operated:
Class I
Regional
Local
Switching & Terminal

20,0 M pers
44
327 M ton
18,080 pers
11,377 miles
924
678
1,027

Explanations
Class I

A railroad with operating revenues of at least
$ 261.9 million

Regional A non- class I line- haul railroad operating 350
or more miles of road and/or with revenues of
at least $ 40 million
Source: Association of American Railroads; “Railroad
service in Texas” (2000)
Picture 5

Map of the old railway network in the area between the cities Dallas and Houston. Between the two cities, freight trains
of Burlington Northern- Santa Fe and Union Pacific are running. (Down in the south below Galveston is the Mexican
Gulf). The planned high- speed rail line is not on the map.

One condition for planning for the new high- speed line in Texas was that a double track for only passenger
trains should be constructed between Dallas and Houston. For traffic and safety reasons, the group didn’t want to
use the same track for freight and passenger traffic. For cost reasons, several alternatives were investigated
where the cheapest alternative was to use the existing track corridor between the two cities.
Five alternatives were presented, varying in cost between $ 7.6 Million per mile and up to more than three times
that figure. The concept behind the cheapest alternative was to scrap the old freight track and use its corridor for
a new passenger railroad. Since the rail network in Dallas is dense (see picture 5), the freight- trains could use
another route.
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The specific investment costs for one mile of the least expensive high- speed line was estimated to the following
figures:
Land

$ 243,000/ mile

Subtotal land

243,000

Substructure
Bridges, walls etc
Tracks
Catenary system
Signaling systems
Project management

942,000
1,658,000
2,384,000
1,177,000
454,000
714,000

Subtotal infrastructure.

7,329,000

Total
Table 5

$ 7,572,800/ mile
Specific investment costs for the high- speed rail line between Dallas and Houston, adjusted to the price level of 2000
Source: Eisenbahntechnische Rundschau, January/ February 1986

By not combining freight- and passenger traffic in the same corridor, the investment costs were decreased
through reducing the number of walls, bridges etc. Despite the low investment costs, at least compared with
Western European cost levels, the high-speed line was judged to not become profitable and was therefore never
built.
Despite this, the table shows that it is possible to build American high-speed lines at only $ 7.6 Million per mile.
Of the total costs, the substructure including land represented 39 % of the total while tracks, catenary and
signaling systems represented 61 percent.
The total investment costs can be compared with the Western European solutions at typically $ 39 Million per
mile. Since the superstructure (tracks, catenary systems, signaling etc) has the same cost level in the United
States as in Western Europe, the conclusion can be drawn that the European cost problem must be somewhere
else. Two cost drivers when building new high-speed lines are:
. Track plan layout (number of tracks, switches, access lines etc)
. Track geometry (gradients and curves)

Picture 6

A German Intercity Express (ICE) train of the first generation at Munich central station. A similar ICE-train was planned
for the line between Dallas and Houston at speeds up to 186 mph. The prototype has reached more than 250 mph. Notice
the smooth and aerodynamic body of the locomotive. In the background, the air intake of the high-speed locomotive 103
can be seen.
Photo: The author, Munich, February 1992
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5.1 Track plan layout
Earlier was mentioned that the effective traveling speeds of the passenger trains are often are far below the
train’s maximum speed. When the number of stops are many, a lot of time is used for accelerating and braking.
One consequence of this is that regional trains have traveling speeds as low as 40 mph. The regional trains are
therefore preventing high speed trains to use their maximum permissible speed. The traffic on a track has to keep
a certain pace. It is therefore important to separate regional and freight trains from high-speed trains. Building
new high- speed lines however takes time and is expensive.
But investment costs differ depending on where and how the new lines are built. In city areas, costs can become
astronomic, while the Texas line showed very low investment costs. That was because the major part of that line
was planned on the countryside, where land prices are low and obstacles few. If a railroad company wants to
plan for new long distance lines, it is from a traveling speed point of view more interesting to invest in long and
inexpensive high- speed lines on the countryside (read long high- speed profiles) than building short and
expensive lines in urban areas. You get “more traveling time reduction per invested dollar” when building in the
countryside.
Another item in which the planned Texas line differs from corresponding Western European solutions is the
track plan layout:
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Country
Germany
Italy
France
US
Operator
DB
FS
SNCF
-Line
Hannover- Würzburg
Rome- Florence Paris- Lyon Dallas- Houston
Length
203 miles
148 miles
242 miles
250 miles
Average distance switches 4.4 miles
10
12.5
40.6
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Table 6

Comparison distance between switches on high-speed lines in the United States, France, Italy and Germany.
Sources: “World Railways”, Jane’s

5.2 Track geometry
When designing new tracks, their final position must be decided with a precision of one tenth of an in, both
horizontally and vertically. Horizontally, the centrifugal force decides the minimum radius while vertically, the
available traction force decides the maximum gradient. Track geometry has a very large influence on the
investment costs of high-speed lines. The most expensive solution is a high- speed line in a terrain with many
hills and valleys, when conservative railway standards are applied.

5.2.1 Horizontal track geometry
The old railway network was designed for steam trains with low maximum speeds (around 50 mph). Curve radii
were small. Tracks were weak but have later been adapted for higher axle loads and increased traffic. Despite
that speed limits don’t live up to the speed potential of the trains of today.
Since the sixties, hundreds of locomotives and coaches designed for 124 mph or even more are running on
European railway lines. The fact that only a few new main lines have been built after the second world war
makes the situation even worse. The best solution from a technical point of view is to build lines with large
curves but this means high investment costs. From a financial point of view, the curve radius should be as
narrow as possible for the speed profile, but still providing a good traveling comfort for the passengers, and not
dramatically increasing maintenance costs.
There are two parameters, which the rail engineer can use to minimize the curve radius requirements. The outer
rail in the curve can be elevated, a so-called super elevation. Also, a so-called rail cant deficiency can be used.
The rail cant deficiency is a lack of super elevation and the passengers notice it when the train is running through
the curves by a small horizontal force. The more super elevation and rail cant deficiency, the higher curve
speeds are possible.
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In Sweden, the railway standards are set by Banverket (the authority which is responsible for rail infrastructure
in Sweden). The following three standards for track geometry are of special interest:
•
•
•

BVF 514.1 “Traffic with category B and S high speed trains”, July 1992
BVF 586.41
BVH 586.40 “Track geometry handbook”, December 1996

The standard BVF 514.1 divides passenger trains into three subcategories:
•
•
•

category A (for example old, loco hauled passenger trains with old bogies)
category B (for example EMU X10, some new locomotives and coaches)
category S (for example the loco hauled train X2000)

The main difference between the categories is which maximum rail cant deficiency is possible. Since decades, a
rail cant deficiency of 4 in (100 mm) is permitted for Swedish passenger trains. From year 1988, roughly at the
same time as the loco- hauled train X2000 was put into traffic, for some cases a larger rail cant deficiency is
permitted. Depending on if the body shell can tilt or not, a rail cant deficiency of nearly 6 in (150 mm) is
permitted (non- tilting trains) and 9 41/64 in (245 mm). The locomotive of the X2000 does not tilt, so in practice
a rail cant deficiency of 9 41/64 in is permitted also for non-tilting trains.
The general formula for calculating the minimum curve radius is:
R

4,028 * v2
= -------------(ha + hb)

R
v
ha
hb

=
=
=
=

curve radius [ft]
speed [mph]
super elevation [in]
rail cant deficiency [in]

In an international view, the Swedish values from the end of the eighties, for super elevation and rail cant
deficiency are not large. Already in the sixties, the French railway administration permitted a rail cant deficiency
of 7 3/32 in (180 mm) on the main line between Paris and Toulouse, and at the beginning of the eighties, the
Norwegian operator NSB (theoretically) permitted the same value at the main line between Oslo and Trondheim.
In the seventies, British Rail tested a super elevation of 8 in (200 mm).
In the standards of Banverket, also the high speeds for new main lines are discussed. The highest speed
mentioned in the BVH 586.40 document is 218 mph (350 km/h) and such a speed is not difficult to reach with
modern trains. From a traveling speed point of view, it is questionable to build lines for such speeds. Not even
for the planned high- speed line between Dallas and Houston (250 miles), traveling speeds higher than 150 mph
would be possible, although that the maximum speed was 186 mph. And on the 203 miles long high- speed line
between Hannover and Würzburg, most ICE trains don’t exceed traveling speeds above 95 mph. It should also
be remembered that a train on a horizontal track consumes 125 percent more energy if speed is increased from
124 to 186 mph (mainly due to air resistance).
An alternative to the Central European philosophy of extreme maximum speeds and much lower average speeds
is that the maximum and travelling speeds approach each other. A maximum speed of 143 mph in flat terrain,
where the extra costs for investments are small or none and 124 mph in rough terrain results in average speeds of
124 mph on longer distances.
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Chart 3

Curve radius according to the old Swedish standard SJF 540.2 (Swedish State railways, SJ), the new Swedish standard
BFH 586.40 and a new proposal from the author.
Sources: The author, based on input from Deutsche Eisenbahn Consulting (DEC), Swedish Railway Administration (SJ)

The result is that a high- speed line according to the Banverket standards for a speed of 124 mph should be
planned with a minimum curve radius of 10,500 ft while the corresponding value with a super elevation of
8 in (200 mm) and a rail cant deficiency of 6 in (150 mm) is only 4,400 ft. This means a reduction of the curve
radius by almost 60 percent. That affects the investment costs heavily when the high- speed line adapts to the
terrain, avoiding built- up areas, roads and hills. Also, such a railway is more suitable in sensitive areas.

5.2.2 Track geometry vertically
What limits the maximum speed of a train in a steep gradient is the specific power of the train set. This unit is
measured in horsepower per kilo pound (hp/klbs). Some examples follow for different types of passenger
vehicles:
Type
Mark
Manufacturer
Number of seats
Brutto weight
Specific power
Engine
Max speed

train
X2000 (4)
ABB
256 (2)
751 klbs
7.2 hp/kIbs
electric
130 mph

car
V40
Volvo
4
3,9 klbs
28.0 hp/klbs
piston
118 mph

helicopter
Chinook CH-47D
Boeing
44
54,1 klbs
70.1 hp/klbs
gas turbine
165 mph

aircraft
2000
Saab
50
50,3 klbs
167 hp/klbs
gas turbine
414 mph

(1)= maximum cruise speed
(2)= according to the magazine “Nordisk Järnbanetidskrift”, 1989:6
(3)= “sea level speed”
(4)= maximum power, 5 coaches
Table 7

Overview specific power of trains, cars and aircraft. In all cases, the weight of the passengers is included.
Sources: ”All the world’s aircraft”, Jane´s, Volvo Internet homepage, Nordisk Järnbanetidskrift 1989:6

According to this table, the specific power is around 7 hp/klbs for a loco hauled train (X2000), while a car like
Volvo V40 has almost four times the specific power. A passenger aircraft such as Saab 2000 has more than
twenty times the specific power than of train X2000. Compared to cars and aircraft, trains have a very low
specific power. If new high- speed lines with steep gradients are to be built, the trains need much higher specific
power, similar to that of the cars of today.
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Looking at highways, where steep gradients are accepted, tunnels and long bridges are not common. The
investment costs for one square foot for the substructure of a highway is therefore low. But the costs will rise to
roughly $ 330 per square foot, in some cases even $ 650 per square foot if a tunnel in Cut- and- cover technique,
is needed.
Railway lines are often built with small gradients. The German high- speed lines constructed during the
seventies, had maximum gradients of only 12.5 per thousand. Today the Intercity Express- trains are running on
them in 174 mph, soon probably in 186 mph. According to the earlier Swedish standard SJF 540.2, only 10 per
thousand was permitted at 99 mph. Such low gradients cause a need for tunnels and bridges, making construction
expensive.
When building railways in mountainous areas, the railway engineers of the 19th century had to use relatively
steep gradients. During the building of the Gotthard main line in Switzerland during 1872 to 1881, gradients up
to 27 per thousand were used. The Norwegian Flåms- line (feeder line to the main line between Oslo and
Bergen), has gradients up to 55 per thousand (see picture 12)!
From an investment point of view, an interesting alternative is to increase the gradients so that the number of
tunnels, bridges, deep cuttings and high bankments can be reduced. Instead of cutting through the terrain, the line
adapts. The arguments against steep gradients are mainly increased power needs, reduced number of coaches and
a larger risk for wheel slip. Railway planning is an optimization of fixed and variable cost for a certain type of
traffic.
Like for the horizontal track geometry, Banverket also has standards for the vertical track geometry. In the
document BVH.586.40, the largest gradient mentioned is 10 per thousand at high speeds; but “On lines that are
not or will not be used for heavy freight- traffic, the gradient is decided for each case from actual traffic
conditions”. Compared to the old document SJF 540.2, there is today a possibility of gradients of more than
10 per thousand at high speed.
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Chart 4

Specific power- weight- ratio of a train at 124 mph as a function of gradient according to the German Sauthoff- formula.
Source formula: ”Voruntersuchungen zum elektrischen Zugbetrieb auf Fernschnellbahnen”, Elektrische Bahnen, Berlin,
March 1942

6. Power supply
The new high- speed lines need a new- generation catenary systems. The combination of six axles, high- power
locomotives, high speeds and demands on low total costs increase the demands on more effective power
distribution.
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The Swedish catenary systems of today are in fact from the early 20th century. In those days, the catenary voltage
of 15 kV with the frequency of 16 2/3 Hz was a major breakthrough. But the disadvantages with this voltage,
which is also used in Germany, Austria, Switzerland and Norway, are today obvious. For example, the frequency
must be changed from 50 Hz (standard in Europe) to the very special frequency of 16 2/3 Hz, which is an
expensive process (a power- feeding station costs roughly $ 8 million, and they need to be placed no more than
45 miles apart. The alternating current causes inductive losses and 15 kilovolt today is a low voltage (high
currents and losses). Already in the seventies, trains with a catenary voltage of 50 kV with the frequency of
50/60 Hz (different frequencies on the continents) were used. Today, high voltage with DC is an interesting
alternative. The earlier mentioned problems with conversion of high voltages on- board to medium voltages (2- 3
kV) for feeding traction motors and train heating will soon be solved with new semiconductor technology.
A large part of the costs of a catenary system are the masts. These represent the largest part of the investments
but can be reduced by larger interspacing. Today a distance of roughly 200 ft is used but experience from
Germany shows that 260 ft is possible for 124 mph. The new generation catenary power supply systems should
be based on the following standards:
100 kV voltage
DC
260 ft between masts
124 (143) mph

much longer distance between feeding points
no inductive losses
25 percent lower investment costs for masts

With these changes, the investment costs of the catenary systems can be reduced to
roughly $ 140 thousand per mile.

7. Demand on next-generation trains
The Norwegian train concept from the eighties mentioned earlier is an interesting possibility to reduce traveling
times and total costs. The basic need is for a train which can haul six passenger coaches at 124 mph with a
gradient with 55 per thousand. Below is a comparison between the Norwegian concept from the eighties and a
next- generation Scandinavian high- speed train.
NSB (x7, El17)
Next generation
Change
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Configuration
L + 6 W
L + 6 W
Number of seats
325
432
+33 %
Maximum speed
93 mph
143
+53 %
Length
567 ft 3 3/32 in
613 ft 6 13/64 in
+8 %
Tare weight
644 klbs
517 kbls
-20 %
Gross weight
706 klbs
596 klbs
-15 %
Max power
4.619 hp
16.304
+253 %
Specific gross power
6.5 hp/klbs
27.4 hp/klbs
+300 %
Tare weight per seat
1.98 klbs
1.38 klbs
-31 %
Coach length
85 ft 7 9/16 in
90 ft 2 43/64 in
+5,4 %
Max axle load
35.3 klbs
44.2 klbs
+25 %
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Table 8

Comparison Norwegian and next generation six- coach long distance trains.
Source: The author

What has changed mostly, is maximum speeds, specific power and axle load. The tare weight per seat is down,
from 1.98 to 1.38 klbs. In chart 4, the specific power at different gradients is shown. It can be seen that the
specific power at 55 per thousand is 26.9 hp/klbs. The locomotive has a maximum power of 16,300 hp
(12,000 kW) and the total weight (including passengers) must not exceed 600 klbs. It is therefore possible to
calculate the maximum weight of the coaches, including passengers:
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PSPEC-

TRAIN

PSPEC- TRAIN
mLOCO
PSPECLoco
n
mCOACH

mLOCO * PSPECLoco
= ----------------- where
mLOCO + n * mCOACH
=
=
=
=
=

26.9 hp/klbs
264.9 klbs
61.5 hp/klbs
6 coaches
unknown

264.9 * 61.5
=> ------------------------- => mCOACH=
264.9 + 6 * mCOACH

56.8 klbs

7.1 Train configuration
The Norwegian concept from the early eighties is based on conventional locomotives and coaches with good
running characteristics. The combination of track- friendly bogies and asynchronous- type traction motors made
it possible to increase the traveling speeds, decrease brake wear and regenerate energy. But how well is the old
“locomotive- and- coach” concept performing against the latest generation high speed trains ?

Picture 7

Two long distance trains of the Swiss federal railways (SBB). To the left an electric motor unit train (a former TransEurop- Express, TEE- train) and to the right a conventional, loco- hauled train. The later one is on its way through the
Swiss Gotthard pass.
Photo: The author, Bellinzona Central station, Switzerland, July 1993

Since the sixties, the German federal railroad (DB) has improved their long distance trains continuously. During
1977, Intercity trains for 124 mph were launched. DB has since the middle of the fifties to the end of the eighties
continuously ordered standard coaches and (at least theoretically) allround- locomotives for freight- and
passenger trains. At the beginning of the eighties however, DB started the development of a new generation high
speed trains for 218 mph with the designation ICE-V (Intercity Express- Versuch). This was partly a trend break
since DB abandoned the development of their standard coaches with a length of 86 ft 7 3/8 in
(26,400 mm). The new serial production coaches got an improved comfort with resting seats in second class
(seating distance 41 in, 2 + 2) and a body shell almost 8 in wider. Exactly the same coach length
(26,400 mm) and the well-proven Minden Deutz- bogies were kept, however. DB also kept the locomotive
concept in the first and second generations ICE- trains.
A first generation ICE- train is a conventional loco- hauled passenger train with a locomotive at each end. A
twelve coach train set has a length of 1,174 ft and can generate more than 13,000 hp continuously. The nearest
comparable train is a twelve coach long Intercity- train, hauled by the six axle 103 locomotive with a continuous
power of 10,100 hp.
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Three important parameters when comparing trains are specific tare weight (expressed in kilo pounds per foot),
share of adhesive mass compared to total mass (expressed in percent) and specific power (expressed in
horsepower per kilo pounds). Suppose only second class coaches are used. A comparison of the ICE- train with
the more conventional IC- train gives the following table:
Type
Technical generation
Operator
Max speed
Number of seats
Number of locomotives
Number of coaches
Mark locomotive
Mark coach
Continuously power
Length
Tare weight
Gross weight
Continuously specific power
Specific tare weight
Share drive mass

IC
sixties
DB
124 mph (2)
864 (1)
1
12
103.1
Bpmz 291
10,100 hp
1,105 ft
1,364 klbs
1,497 klbs
6.7 hp/kIbs
1.23 klbs/ft
17 %

ICE
eighties
DB
174 mph
864 (1)
2
12
401
Bvmz 802
13,043 hp
1,174 ft
1,724 klbs
1,876 klbs
6.9 hp/klbs
1.47 klbs/ft
19 %

+40 %

+29 %
+6.2 %
+26.4 %
+25.4 %
+3.0 %
+19.3 %
+11 %

(1)= 178 lbs per passenger, 72 seats per coach (no restaurant car)
(2)= 155 mph possible
Table 9

Comparison German Intercity- and Intercity Express trains.
Sources: Siemens Internet homepage (ICE), ICE Networld (Internet), Elektrische Lokomotiven, Veba 1973

In the table, it is seen that the new ICE- trains have a higher top speed than the old Intercity- trains. But the
continuous, specific power is roughly the same while the specific tare weight has been been increased
dramatically for the ICE- trains. The share of drive mass is roughly the same. It should be noticed that a very
large part of the German railway network is not upgraded for high- speed traffic, not even electrified.
DB has also launched a third generation ICE- trains for traffic on lines with steep gradients. The third generation
ICE- trains have some different variants depending on catenary systems. The train has eight coaches and a total
length of 659 ft. The major difference between the generations is the specific power, which is 56 % larger than
for the first generation. Four of the eight coaches have traction motors. One disadvantage is the price, since each
coach has a price tag of $ 2.6 Millions (1 USD= 2.13 DEM, 2000 price level).
It should be added that both the first and the third generation ICE- trains are designed for a maximum speed of
186 mph or more. The interior, also in second class, has a very high standard and the body has low air resistance.
Despite that, the ICE- trains are heavy and expensive. And when talking about such “low” speeds as
124mph, it is doubtful if the ICE- trains are more profitable than the old Intercity- trains.
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Photo 8

A passenger coach of the first generation ICE-trains. The body is very aerodynamic but some of the coaches of the
ICE- train have a tare weight up to 121 klbs.
Photo: The author, Munich central station, February 1992

In the chart 5, some different long distance trains in Norway, Sweden and Germany are compared.
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Chart 5

The combination of specific, continuous power (except for the Swedish motor coach X3, which is calculated from
maximum power) and specific tare weight of Swedish, Norwegian and German high speed trains. An ordinary car has a
specific power of 15 hp/ klbs and a specific tare weight around 0,3 klbs/ft . The latest generation high-speed trains have
weight problems.
Source: The author

As can be seen in chart 5, most high-speed trains have a specific power around 7 hp/klbs and a specific tare
weight of 1.35 klbs/ft. The only deviating train in the chart is the third generation ICE- trains, which has
roughly 11.0 hp/klbs. It is obvious that conventional loco hauled trains such as the German Intercity- trains or
the Norwegian El 17 have a lower specific tare weight than the latest generation high speed trains. The latest
generation Swedish and German high-speed trains have weight problems.
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7.2 Radially steered wheel sets
A large maintenance cost of trains is for the bogies. Old trains usually wear heavily on old tracks with many
curves, which means heavy maintenance. More than one hundred years ago, when the first tramlines were built
with curves down to 45 ft in the city areas, it was obvious that the bogies needed wheel sets that were elastically
fitted to the bogie frame. In that way, not so much power was needed (less power to drive the trams through the
curves). Also noise and wear were reduced.
The problem is that rail vehicles with radial wheel sets can be unstable at high speeds. Engineers at Henschel
(Germany) solved the problem by keeping the conventional, well proven bogie design with primary and
secondary springs of coil type. The new thing was that the axle boxes were mounted in an elastic way. With such
mounting, the wheel sets tend to stay in a curve- radial position, reducing wear. Also elastic coupling reduced the
unsprung mass as did axle boxes made of light alloy. Hydraulic dampers reduced dangerous swings.
The connection between the bogies and the locomotive body is also interesting. One problem with old
locomotives was the friction between body and bogie. The new generation bogies rest only on large coil springs
without any sliding surfaces. To transfer pull-/ push forces in the longitudinal direction, a bogie link made of a
pipe was mounted. Horizontally, the secondary suspension transfers the forces. The total locomotive body rests
only on coil springs.

Photo 9

A two-axle motor bogie of type Flexifloat under the Norwegian locomotive El17. The locomotive is designed for a
maximum speed of 93 mph and has an axle load of only 35.3 klbs. The bogie on the picture has a weight of 28,3 klbs,
where the two traction motors represent 11.7 klbs. Please notice how the elastic mounted axle boxes of light metal are
guided by links that are attached on the bogie frame. The latest generation Flexifloat- bogies (locomotive 101, German
Federal Railroad) have an axle load of 47.7 klbs and a maximum speed of 137 mph.
Photo: The author, Oslo central station, August 2001

The result of the development work was a new generation diesel electric locomotive of type DE 2500.The
Swiss industry group BBC was responsible for the electrical part, the German locomotive manufacturer
Henschel for the mechanical part and the power source was a turbo charged diesel engine from the German
manufacturer MAN. There were three prototypes with both four and six axle locomotives for track gauges from
1,000 mm up to broad track gauges. The electric traction motors developed a total power of 2,038 hp. The bogie
type of the prototypes, which has its roots in the sixties, become a success and was named “Flexifloat”. Both the
Danish (DSB) and the Norwegian (NSB) rail operators later ordered locomotives with Flexifloat- bogies with
asynchronous traction motors from Henschel and BBC.
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Photo 10

During 1979, the Danish railway operator DSB ordered a first batch of six axles, diesel electric locomotives of type
ME 1500. The locomotives were put into traffic on the main line between Copenhagen and Helsingör. The locomotive
has a weight of 256 klbs; a top speed of 109 mph and the power source is sixteen-cylinder, two-stroke diesel engine from
General Motors. The engine is of the type 16-645 and is also used by the eight-axles locomotive Centennial at Union
Pacific. The bogies are of the type Flexifloat and the traction motors are from BBC. The Norwegian railway operator
NSB also uses a similar version, type Di4.
Photo: The author, Helsingoer Central station, May 1989

As mentioned before, the next- generation high speed locomotives on next generation Scandinavian
high- speed lines should have a maximum axle load of 44.2 klbs and be able to run through a curve with a cant
deficiency of 6 in (150 mm). From an international view, these values are not extreme. Both Amtrak and the
French rail administration have been using even higher axle loads (50.3 klbs and 50.0 klbs, respectively) for
several years. The crux is the rail cant deficiency, but by using bogies with radial wheel sets and heavy but
elastic tracks (heavy rails, heavy sleepers, elastic and stiff rail fastenings and well compressed ballast), the
stresses should not become a problem.

7.3 Electric traction
The development of the diesel electric locomotive DE 2500 is described above. In addition to the success of the
track- friendly Flexifloat- bogie, the new electric traction system was a major breakthrough. The asynchronous
motor in itself is not new and the design is basically very simple. The idea is to create a rotating magnetic field in
the fixed part of the motor. Then no brushes are needed (no maintenance in an area that is hard to access).
Already at the beginning of the 20th century, the asynchronous motor was tested in rail vehicles in Switzerland
and Germany but the problem was to design a speed control that was compact. Another advantage of the
asynchronous engine is that it’s easier to avoid rail slip since there is a close relationship between engine
revolutions and current feeding frequency. A difference between the rotation of the traction motor (which is
measured by a sensor on the shaft) and the frequency of the alternating current means that the wheel is slipping.
The control circuits can then easily adapt the current feeding and stop slipping. Further, asynchronous motors
can be used as an electric brake down to standstill. This reduces wear and regenerates energy back to the
catenary system.
In the sixties, the development of high- power semiconductors had become so successful that the engineers of
BBC saw it possible to develop a static converter with a variable, three phase output current for rail traction
applications. The task was to develop a converter that could feed an electric traction motor with several hundreds
of horsepower, later more than 2,300 horsepower, with a variable voltage and frequency. The principle is to chop
the transformed, recticified and smoothed current and create three parallel sinus waves with a variable frequency
and voltage. The recticified , down- transformed and smoothed input voltage is usually 2- 3 kilovolt in heavy rail
vehicles and the systems are suitable well for both diesel electric and electric traction vehicles. The converter of
the DE 2500 was combined with a rectifier and brake resistor and housed in a cabinet with the size of
7 ft 2 39/64 in x 4 ft 11 1/16 in x 6 ft 10 43/64 in (W x D x H). The converter can handle a total power of
2,038 horsepower (1,500 kW) for the traction motors.
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In the middle seventies, the German federal railroad (DB) planned for a new electric, four- axle locomotive to
replace older locomotives. The advantages of asynchronous motors were obvious, but the new locomotive
should have a power of not less than 6,800… 8,200 hp or up to four times the power of the DE 2500 locomotive.
In 1974, BBC tested an electric asynchronous traction motor of 1,900 horsepower in a test bench and during
1979, the first prototype locomotive, Mark 120.0, was delivered to the German Federal railroad (DB,
see picture 11).

Picture 11.

The German high-speed locomotive 120.1 at the Munich central station. The development of the locomotive started
during the seventies and the serial deliveries started during 1987. A part of the locomotives in the prototype batch were
geared for 174 mph, but the first serial batch was geared for only 124 mph. A large part of the electrical equipment is the
same as in the Norwegian locomotive El 17 (see picture 4). The 120- locomotive has also been tested in Austria,
Switzerland and Sweden. Improved versions are also operated in Spain, Portugal and Greece.
Photo: The author, Munich central station, August 1990

The same year as the first 120.0 locomotive was delivered, the Norwegian rail operator (NSB) ordered a small
batch of four- axle electric locomotives Mark El 17 (see picture 4). The Norwegian Company NEBB, a
subsidiary of BBC, received the order. The decision of NSB was brave, since the traction system was new. The
El 17 locomotive was to have a maximum speed of 93 mph and have a maximum power of more than 4.600 hp.
Together with the German 120- locomotive, El 17 represented the world’s first modern, electric locomotive
with asynchronous traction motors for main lines.
Looking at the weight distribution of the electric equipment, the following is found:
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Chart 6

Weight distribution of the electric equipment of the Norwegian locomotive El 17. The total weight of the electrical
equipment is 68 klbs and the locomotive has a weight of 150 klbs (since the locomotive is not fully ballasted, it has a
temporary weight of only 141 klbs).
Source: ”Apparatoversikt”, Trykk 711.10, NSB, 1982

As can be seen in the chart, the traction motors and the main transformer represent more than half of the total
weight of the electric equipment. The main converters have together a weight of 9.6 klbs. The specific maximum
power of the El 17 locomotive is 32.8 hp/klbs (the corresponding value of the 120 locomotive is
41.0 hp/klbs).
Some parts have a weight reduction potential, while the traction motors and the main transformer have reached
their development limits (“saturated technology”). The main converters and their related equipment will in the
future achieve a higher power/ weight ratio. Another possibility is to replace the transformer with a
high- frequency voltage converter which transforms the high voltage from the catenary system to a lower,
e.g. 2.5- 3.0-kilovolt voltage. Such a voltage transformer has a lower weight because the higher frequency
permits the useage of a much smaller core with fewer windings.
The development of converters since the seventies has been rapid and during the middle of the nineties,
deliveries of the Swiss four- axle locomotive Mark 465 to the Swiss rail operator BLS (Bern- LötschbergSimplon) began. The specific power of the 465- locomotive is 52.5 hp/klbs, which is more than 60 percent
higher than for the Norwegian El 17 locomotive. The 465 locomotive has its origin in the 460- locomotive from
the same manufacturer. Also Norway (see picture 1) and Finland later bought versions of Mark 460.
Below is an overview of the Swiss and German development of electric, high power locomotives delivered
during the period 1940- 1994:
Mark
Operator
Op country
First deliv.
Max speed
Axle config
Weight
Max power
Spec power
Traction motor type

119I
DB (DRG)
Germany
1940
112 mph (3)
1´Do1´
244 klbs
5.543 hp
22.7 hp/klbs
AC

103.0
DB
Germany
1965
124 mph
Co-Co
243 klbs
8.722 hp
35.9 hp/klbs
AC

103.1
DB
Germany
1971
124 mph (4)
Co-Co
252 klbs
10.571 hp
41.9 hp/klbs
AC

460
SBB
Switzerland
1991
143 mph
Bo-Bo
179 klbs
8.288 hp
46.3 hp/klbs
AC
(asynchron.)

465
BLS
Switzerland
1994
143 mph
Bo-Bo
181 klbs
9.510 hp
52.5 hp/klbs
AC
(asynchron.)

(3)= 140 mph possible
(4)= the individual 103 118 max 155 mph
Table 10

Overview development electric high speed locomotives in Germany and Switzerland during the period of 1940- 1993.
All locomotives are designed for the catenary voltage of 15 kV and normal gauge.
Sources:
“Elektrische Lokomotiven”, Veba 1973
“Die elektrische Universallokomotive Baureihe 460 der SBB”, Elektrische Bahnen 1992
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In Scandinavia, two frequencies are used for main railways. These are 16 2/3 Hz (one third of
50 Hz) and 50 Hertz (also the frequency used in the power transmission network of the region). The operators SJ
and NSB use 16 2/3 Hertz while DSB took a decision during the seventies to introduce 50 Hz / 25 kV for
railways. The advantage of the DSB solution is that there is no need for converting the current. The losses are
also lower because of the higher voltage.
Not even 25 kilovolt is enough for the conditions with trains with two high power locomotives, dense traffic and
many gradients. At maximum power with two locomotives (more than 32,600 hp) and if the line voltage has
dropped from 25 to 20 kilovolt, the current will exceed 1,200 ampere. If two or more trains are accelerating or
entering a steep gradient at the same time, the limits of the catenary system will be a bottleneck. By increasing
the voltage to 100 kilovolt, the current will decrease to moderate values around 250 ampere, the same current
values as the main line locomotives of today.
Since a main problem is high costs for building railways in urban areas, the new high-speed lines will have to
connect to the old railways. Since old lines will be used to access the stations, the high-speed trains must be able
to run on 15 or 25 kilovolt voltage also. The lower voltages will also be used when six axles, high- speed trains
haul freight trains on the old lines during the night.

7.4 Passenger comfort
To increase competition about passengers, it is important that comfort is increased, also for disabled passengers.
A good example of passenger coach is Amfleet from Amtrak. These coaches are used in high-speed traffic
between Boston and Washington DC at speeds up to 125 mph. The Amfleet- coaches have large leg room, wide
seats, air conditioning, platform- height floors and a higher collision safety than the European coaches.

7.5 Light-weight coaches
Earlier it was mentioned that next generation high- speed trains need new, light- weight coaches. Today a
standard coach for 124 mph has a tare- weight of roughly 90 klbs, but there are also light- weight coaches:
Mark
UIC Type
Type of traffic
Operator
Length
Air condition.
Number of seats
Maximum speed
Tare weight
First deliverance
Table 11.

291
Z1
long distance
DB
86 ft 7 3/8 in
Yes
80 seats
124 mph
87 klbs
1978

721
X
regional
DB
86 ft 7 3/8 in
no
96 seats
75 mph
60 klbs
1961

732
X
regional
DB
86 ft 7 3/8 in
no
80 seats
88 mph
52 klbs
1976

Overview of passenger coaches with a length of 86 ft 7 3/8 in at the German federal railroads (the length is a standard
length in the Middle East, Africa and Western & Central Europe).

Breaking down the tare weight of a German high- speed coach for 124 mph, the weight distribution is according
to the following table:
Body shell
Bogies
Others

17.7 klbs
26.5
44.2

Total

88.3 klbs

The weight distribution shows that the body shell represents 20 percent of the total tare weight. One bogie has
almost the same weight as the entire body shell. The total tare weight of the coach corresponds to 1.250 lbs per
seat and then the weight of the locomotive has to be added. Comparing with a car, which also has the engine and
transmission included, the specific tare weight is between 670 and 780 lbs per seat. A Boeing 747 “Jumbojet”
has a specific tare weight of only 560 lbs per seat. It is obvious that there is a potential for weight reduction in
the rail vehicle area. To be able to hit the weight target of 42 klbs, the tare weight per seat must be reduced to
roughly 578 lbs, which is a reduction by more than 50 percent compared to the passenger coaches of today. The
largest reduction potential is in the bogie area, interior and others.
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8. Investment level for next generation Scandinavian high-speed lines
In table 5 could be seen the cost structure of the planned high- speed line between Dallas and Houston. Of the
total costs of $ 7.6 Million per mile, substructure represented 39 percent. In this American “low budget
alternative”, the superstructure represented the largest cost part. The costs of the tracks were roughly
$ 2,384 thousand per mile and the catenary systems (including power feeding from transformers) were roughly
$ 1,177 thousand per mile.
Looking at the investment costs for upgrading Swedish main lines, the corresponding costs for the tracks are
roughly $ 794 thousand per track mile (or $ 1,588 thousand per mile double track). The costs of the Swedish
catenary systems were roughly $ 209 thousand per track mile or $ 418 thousand per double track mile (excluding
transformers, converters etc). There are several explanations why the costs differ. The Texas high- speed line
was designed for 186 mph, which made it necessary to use a track with an extremely high standard. For example,
the tracks were of a new design, with a complicated structure with a concrete base, a so-called “Slab- track”. The
catenary system was the German type Re 300, which is an advanced design. Also the costs of power feeding
were included. On the other hand, the planned Texas high- speed line had very low costs per square- foot for the
substructure. Earlier it was mentioned that the terrain between Dallas and Houston is relatively flat. This makes
for cheaper substructure, in this case only $ 4.0 per square foot. This amount will rise rapidly by a factor of 10 if
a line is built in an urban area. If a new bridge is needed, the costs will rise again by a factor of 10 or 100 times
compared to the zero- alternative with a simple terrace. This again shows the importance of monitoring the
costs of the substructure.
Below is an overview of the proposed standard for a Scandinavian high- speed line:
---------------------------------------------------------------------Max speed
124 mph
Track gauge
4 ft 8 1/2 in
Power supply
100 kV DC
Min horizontal radius
4,426 ft
Max gradient
55 per thousand
Terrace width
33 ft
Track center line distance 13 ft 1 31/64 in
Maximum super elevation
8 in (200 mm)
Maximum rail cant def.
6 in (150 mm)
---------------------------------------------------------------------Table 11B.
Proposal for a new Scandinavian high- speed rail standard.
Source: The author

If the target is that the complete Swedish high- speed line shall cost no more than $ 5.5 Million per mile (see
end of chapter 3), it is important to note that the costs of the tracks represent almost one third of the total
investment costs. The material costs for one mile Swedish track are:
Component
Mark
Dimension
Consumption
costs
Total costs
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Rails
UIC 60 40.7 lbs/ft 10,491 ft
$ 13.28 /ft
$ 139,281
Rail fastenings
Pandrol --9,552
$ 1.63/ fast.
$ 15,570
Concrete sleepers (*) S 7
--2,388
$ 46.27/sleeper $ 110,485
Ballast (**)
--32/64 mm
226 k ft3
$ 0.83/ ft3
$ 188,030
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Total material costs
$ 453,366
(*)= sleeper distance 2 ft 5 in
(**)= washed
Table 12

Swedish railway material costs for one mile single track with concrete sleepers and welded rails.
Source: Banverket (the authority which is responsible for rail traffic in Sweden)

Earlier it was mentioned that the Swedish track costs were $ 794 thousand per track mile where the material
costs were roughly $ 453 thousand per mile (see table 12). When laying short tracks with a length of only a few
hundred yards, labor and other costs are roughly $ 107 thousand per mile. The work is then done with assistance
from tractors and trucks. When laying tracks for several miles and with no on going rail traffic, the work can be
done in a very efficient way with semiautomatic tracked machines. Loco hauled trains do the transports. Labor
costs are then reduced dramatically. A total costs for a track mile of $ 650 thousand is achievable, or
$ 1,300 thousand per double track mile (including switches etc).
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Two other heavy investment costs when building a main line are bridges, walls etc and substructures.
Substructures include building a new terrace for tracks and mast to be founded and fundaments can be based on.
The surface of the terrace in Sweden is 25 19/32 in below the rail level.
When upgrading the West Coast main line between Gothenburg and Malmö (183 miles) in Sweden, the average
costs for the substructure were roughly $ 36.5 per square foot. When building highways in Sweden, where the
gradients are much steeper, the costs are roughly $ 14.6 per square foot or 40 percent of the railway costs. When
building main roads, these costs go down to $ 8.5 per square foot or one forth percent of the railway costs
(steeper gradients and more narrow curves).
One critical cost driver is the width of the terrace. Several high- speed lines in Western Europe use terrace
widths of more than 43 ft. The minimum inter- track distance is limited by pressure waves when two trains meet
at high speed (trains meeting in long tunnels can cause pressure waves up to 1.6 psi). Also the distance between
vehicles and fixed objects is important. Since the railways in Central Europe have a more narrow vehicle profile
(UIC 505) than in Scandinavia, sometimes the track distance is down to 11 ft 5 51/64 in, but speed is then were
limited to 99 mph (France). At a speed of 124 mph, a track distance of at least 13 ft 1 31/64 in is necessary
(Germany) and at least 13 ft 9 23/64 in at 186 mph (France). Using coaches with a body width of
10 ft 7 61/64 in, a terrace width of 33 ft is possible.
For the substructures at the Texas high- speeds line, the specific costs were estimated to be roughly
$ 3.89 per square foot. This is a low figure and it must remembered that the Swedish climate, with temperatures
in southern Sweden down to -13 °F or even below, demands a very stable substructure. Therefore the specific
costs per square foot have been increased to roughly $ 7 per square foot, somewhat below the costs for a
Swedish main road (in the main road figures, some bridges etc are included). Consolidating according to the
structure in table 5, the costs for one-mile Swedish high-speed line with double track on the countryside will be:
Land

$ 243,800/ mile

Subtotal land

243,800

Substructures
Bridges, walls etc
Track
Catenary system
Signaling systems
Project management

1,211,000
1,563,000
1,300,000
418,000
314,000
400,000

Subtotal infrastructure

5,206,000

Total
Table 13

(assumption based on Swedish figures)
(excluding transformers etc)
(reduced from the Texas line´s 428,000)
(reduced due to more efficient work)

$ 5,449,800/ mile
Proposal specific investment costs for a new Swedish high- speed line in rural areas in Sweden.
Source: The author

9. Conclusion
In Scandinavia there is a need for new high-speed lines. A journey between Stockholm and Copenhagen today
takes more than five hours. Flying takes much less time and in some cases it’s cheaper to fly than to go by train.
Going to the northern part of Sweden by train is only possible by sleeper train. There is also a large business
potential for regional and local trains along the main lines, but these trains have much lower average speeds and
it’s not possible to combine this need with a fast expansion of long distance, high speed traffic on the same
tracks.
The Scandinavian main lines need to be upgraded. To make an upgrade possible, railway construction must be
less expensive. The investment costs of today are not from a financial point of view. Not even the Texas- railway
at $ 7.6 Million per mile is possible in Scandinavia with its small population. We need to limit the maximum
speed to 124 mph in areas with many obstacles. At the same time it’s important that the long distance trains are
able to use their speed potential which requires building high speed lines making 124 mph on long distances
possible.
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The article describes the possibilities of the Scandinavian railroads today. The rapid progress since the seventies
in the electric and bogie technology areas makes it possible building new, much inexpensive main lines. The
new technology admits much steeper gradients and more narrow curves.
For the next generation high-speed lines, the demands on the specific power of the trains will be much higher.
The passenger trains of today have a specific power like the trucks along the highways, which makes it necessary
to build extremely flat main lines. Also the number of tunnels, bridges, cuttings and enbankments is high. Instead
the next generation high-speed lines must be more adapted to the terrain. That is possible if the power- weight
ratio is increased like for the cars on our roads.

Picture 12

A passenger train on the way from Flåm to Myrdal (feeder line to the main line between Oslo and Bergen, Norway). The
Flåm line is a very steep mountain railway with a maximum gradient that is more than twice as steep as the Swiss alprailway through the Gotthard pass. During the journey, the train climbs form the sea level to a height of more than 2.800
ft in just 13 miles. In front is the locomotive El 17. Please notice the sharp angle between the coaches (the line has curve
radius down to 430 ft).
Photo: The author, Norway, August 11th, 2002
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Abbreviations
ABB
AC
BBC
BLS
DB
DRG
DSB
FS
Hz
IC
ICE
ICE-V
JNR
kV
kW
kW/t
MAN
MW
NEBB
NSB
SBB
SIG
SLM
SNCF
UIC
WTR

= Asea Brown Boveri (ex BBC)
= Alternating Current
= Brown Boveri & Cie (Swiss industry group)
= Bern Lötschberg Simplon (Swiss railway operator)
= Deutsche Bundesbahn (= German federal railroad)
= Deutsche Reichsbahn (= German Reich railroad)
= Danske Statsbaner (= Danish railroad)
= Ferrovie dello Stato (= Italian railroad)
= Hertz
= Intercity (= German comfort train, max 124 mph)
= Intercity Express (= German high speed train)
= Intercity Express Versuch (=German experimental high speed train)
= Japanese National Railways
= 1.000 volts
= 1.000 watts (=1.36 hp)
= kW per ton
= Maschinenfabrik Augsburg- Nürnberg AG (German industry group)
= 1.000.000 watts
= Norsk Elektrisk & Brown Boveri (= Norwegian part of BBC)
= Norges Statsbaner (Norwegian rail operator)
= Schweizerische Bundesbahnen (= Swiss federal railways)
= Schweizerische Industrie Gesellschaft (= Swiss industry group)
= Schweizerische Lokomotiv- und Maschinenbau (= Swiss group)
= (French rail operator)
= (international rail union)
= Wegmann Torsion Rahmen

Conversion
1 in
1 ft
1 mile
1 sq mile
1 cubic foot
1 °F
1 hp
1 lbs
1 gallon

= 25.4 millimeter
= 12 in= 0.3048 m
= 1.609 km
= 2.59 sq km
= 0.0283 m3
= 32 + 9/5 * °C
= 0.736 kW
= 0.453 kg
= 3.7852 litres

1 USD
= 9.19 SEK = 2.13 DEM (year 2000)
Price level 2000
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